(2) --New selected Edition from. th.e GermanL0':lis-spohr-Gese~l.S'cha:ft;
series of wind works from Pi'iUsicaRara; also works ln the mtrenre~t:er
Verlag serles "The 19th- century".
(J)--Grove's
Dictionary,,; Cobbett's cyclopaedia of ChamberMUsi?,
and the old oxford History o·f MUsic are amongmany who make these pOlnts.
{4}--Spohr comments on hi.s Opus 4 string quartets:' 'With th.em I
succeeded no better than with song composition.
Shortly after their
completion they no longer pleased me and for that reason I should not
have puhl.ished them" had not my' L.eipzig publisher Kerr Kuhnel • • •
retained them almost by force and shortly published them as opus 4.·
(5)--There. are so many instances quoted by Spohr in his Autobiography
that it is impossible to list them here •.
(60--Amongothers,. Violin Concertos No•.J,. No.5,- No.8,. N(Ji.IT;
Clarinet: Concerto No. n- symphony·No•.5; Octet and various works with a
prog:ramme
.•
(7)--The. dOUble-quartet No.2 is a fine example of Spohr'S completely
conv.incing use of a more conventional formal structure._
(8)--The Naz,is did not ban ALLspohr"s music" but they banned
'Je;ssonda' which, of course, led to many performers avoiding his other',
works; they closed down.the Louis Spohr Society because of its alleged
Jewish connections.
(9 )--F/£oritz Hauptmann (I792-1868) letter
to his friend Franz !fauser,
October 26th" 1859.
{IO)--Tovey" in his Essays in l\iJ.'Usical
Analysis". and Cobbett, in
his cyclopaedia of C.hamberlYIUsic.are p
..articularly
enthusiastic.
(II)--Friedrich
Rochlitz, (1'769-1842) in the musical journal
Allgemeine fv'.!Usikalischezeitung", of which he was the editor.
The concert
took place on December lOth" r804.
i

Or a])J!.the works which support our claim that Spohr is a significant
composer perhaps th,e most important is the opera "Faust'.
NOoither work
of his: surpasses it in power of expression and abundance of l\ew ideas.
He devieloped and ref'ined his techniques in his later works, but never
again did he make such a great leap forward.
Even when Spohr'S nam.ehad
fallen into virtual
oblivion thirty or fourty years ago. 'Faust'as
a
pioneer work 0,1' Cerman Romantic Opera kept its place in the history books.
A certain amount of Spohr"s chamb:ermusic has now re-emerged. but still
:far too lit,tle
is known o,f his achievements as an opera composer.
Whenin 1SIJ the young Viennese writer J'ohann Karl Bernard offered Spohr
his version of the Faust legend as a. libretto.
the composer had already
made three unsuccessful attempts at writing operas.
His most recent one
•Der Zweikampfmit der Geliebten" had been. pro(iuced m!.'~mburgin' November
r8II.a.mi'tliework
had been well received.
His musical friends there
congra tula ted him warmly and indeed 'they had much to admire.
"DeI'
Zweikampf' had a wealth of charming melody and several novel features
of orchestral
texture and harmony. Nevertheless Spohr was already
dissatisfied
with. his work, feeling that the music not only included
too many reminiscences of Mozart, (see note I) • but also was too static
and undramatic in character.
He was determined to overcome these faults
in his next opera.
Bernard' s. "l"aust;' libretto
gave Spohr the opportunity he was looking for.
The main parts, partiCUlarly that of Faust himself, are skilfully
characterised
and each sc:ene builds up to a gripping climax.
The opera
cop,ens with Faust complaining to :Mephistopheles that he has had enough
of revelry and declaring that in future he will use his magical powers

tG perform great deeds. He i~ determined to marry R~schen, a simplehearted girl he has abandoned, to restore her honour. His fresh approaches
tG R~schen anger her fiance Franz, who pursues him with a squad of
constables. The first scene ends with Faust escaping up a chimney with
Mephisto's help.
In the next scene we meet the other heroine Kunigunde, a high born lady,
who ha$ been kidnapped by the villainous knight Gulf. Faust and
Mephistopp.eles help her fiance Hugo to rescue her and punish Gulf.
Faust, after his gallant action, however, is filled with lust for the
beautiful countess and goes to some witches on the Blocksberg to obtain
a love potion. He is invited to Kunigunde and Hugo's wedding feast and
soon begins exercising his charm on her. Hugo becomes jealous and is
killed by Faust in the fight that ensues. In the final scene Faust is
abandoned by his former friends, R~schen and Kunigunde both commit suicide
and Mephistopheles summons his attendant spirits to seize Faust and drag
him down to hell.
Spohr set to work with great enthusiasm and in September 181) he had
finished the score after less than four months' work on it. He had of
course hoped to stage the opera at the Theater an der Wien, where he was
at that time the Musical Director, but the proprietor Count Palffy did not
care for it and refused him permission to put it on. The opera was in
fact given its first performance by Weber in Prague in 1816. Spohr himself
was not able to produce it until March 1818 in Frankfurt. It had
considerable success, though not as great as that of 'Jessonda' (see note 2)
This original version of the opera had spoken dialogue between the numbers
and was divided into 2 acts. In 1852 Spohr revised the opera, replacing
the dialogue by recitative, so that it could be performed as a Grand Opera
at Covent Garden at the request of Queen Victoria. At first the new
version had wide success, but it was later eclipsed by the superficially
more attractive opera of Gounod, which appeared in 1859.
For the original version of 181) Spohr made full use of the dramatic
possibilities of the text and his own maturing powers as a composer. His
music now had a distinct character of its ovm, though it still owed
something to his heroes, Mozart and Cherubini, (see note ).
Spohr had
developed those harmonic features that were typical of his mature style,
plentifUl use of suspensions, chromatic movement of the middletparts,
extensive use of the diminished seventh and freedom in modulation.
In
some later works these were used to excess, but here they are employed
to masterly effect to heighten the drama. The chromaticism is not all
pervasive; it gains in effectiveness through being set against
considerable stretches of straightforwardly diatonic music. The vocal
score of the second version brings out clearly how much more chromaticism
is used in the recitatives of 1852, though these also contain some fine
dramatic music. The handling of rhythm was not always a strong point
in Spohr's music and the pulse could become sluggish at times, but in
'Faust' he achieves in key scenes a rhythmic vitality worthy of Beethoven.
In melody there is great beauty in some of the lyrical numbers comparable
with the best of his concerto slow movements and some very expressive
arioso writing in the dramatic scenes. There is skilful handling of the
orchestra throughout with both powerful use of the full orchestra and
delicate chamber music type scoring in quieter passages.
One major weakness of the score lies in the handling of some of the voice
parts. Spohr's experience of vocal writing at this time was still fairly
limited compared with his mastery of instrumental technique. He himself
admitted in the Autobiography that he had still not fully understood the
limitations of the human voice and as a result had written some very
aWkward passages for the singers. It was normal then to ~rovide the
soloists with some opportunities for display, so Spohr had written some
brilliant passage work, particularly for Faust and Kunigunde.
Unfortunately he slipped too easily into the manner of his violin concertos
without regard for how it could be sung. In his, later operas he shows

far mq;re understanding of vocal technique. So, for a successful revival
of "Faust" to he launched, singers with superla tivze techniqu.e and compass
would be required for these parts.
Inspi.te,of the dif'ficulties mentioned above. the part of Faust is'perhaps
the f~est pi.ece of characterisation in the whole of Spohr"s outP':lt
•..
H.e brJ.ngs out to the fu:ll.the contrast between_ Faust's nobler asp~rat1..ons
and his unscrupulous lust for power and pleasure. Although the opera
is-based on a different version of the legend,. Spohr must have been
influenced by Goethe's 'Faust':part one, which was pUblished in r808.
Spohr him$el.f had met Goethe in rSO? and two years later he included in
his Six German Songs, opus 25, a set.ting of 'g:retch6'll'l
am S·pinnrade'·.
Tuthe first scene of the opera 'Faust', the hero expresses his weariness
and disgust at, the life of pleasure-seeking he has been indUlging in and
this is brought out well in the free flowing, wide ranging lines of his
duet with Mephistopheles.
His true affection for ROscnen is beautifully
expressed in the aria "Liebe ist die zarte Bltlthe', written for the r8r8
production, and lntheir duet later in the same scene. His big scene
and aria in Act Two, however, reveals his split personality and unrestrained
lust., Unlike the first aria wi th its regLllar ABA form, this is free
in construction with s6117eralexpressive changes of tempo and key, but
bound together by the orchestral semiquaver figure that also dominates
the overture.. Faust also stands out as a powerfUl personality in the
ensembles and finales. In the closing scene of the opera his growing
despair as he realises that he cannot escape from l\1ephisto'sclutches
is convincingly portrayed. lliephistohimself is a more conventional.
figure, a typical operatic villain, and has only one aria. He does not
come to the fore until Act Thre,e.
The two female parts are well contrasted and in their lik~ness to Donna
Anna and zerlina provide one of several resemblances to lYTozart'
s 'Don
Giovanni '. Spohr portrays Kunigunde's pride and higher social position
in a traditional way through several big scenes and arias. These are
formally laid out with brilliant passages in the slow parts.. Her first
scene does have more daring passages early on, which represent her vision
of HUgo, who she supposes to be dead, in a dramatic arioso. R~schen on
the other hand, who has some resemblance to G~oethe's Gretchen, is given
simpler vocal lines to express her good nature and her love for Faust.
Her distress at Faust "s desertion of her is movingly expressefd in a short
trio with Franz and f,lfephisto
and in the beautiful cav:atina sh:e sings
after catching a glimpse of Faust at the wedding of H'lxgoand Kunigunde.
Themostc striking and original part of the opera is the Blocksberg scene
at the beginning of Act TwO. There is a short orchestral prelUde which
sets the sinister mood in the key of B minor, a long way from the C major
at the start of the overture. The themes, instrumentation and harmony
all contribute to a sound picture which was remarkably novel at the time
and inspired colleagues and successors like Vteber, rvrarschnerand
..
Itendelssohn., There is very effective writing for the chorus of witches.
Some of this rna terial reappears in the prelude to Act Thre'e which was
newly composed for the 1852 version when the original two acts were
altered to three. Another significant feature of'the opera is the use
of'themes with symbolic meaning, precursor:::of the wagnerian Leitmotiv.
These are more than mere reminiscences of earlier numbers. They are short
thema tic fragments which can be altered to suit the mood and tempo of'
diff'erent numbers and retain a recognisable shape. Two of these themes
make an appearance in the overture, a rushing figure of semiquavers, which
represents E~aust·"sboundless ambition a.nd a gentle lyrical theme
represertting ltes-cftett antI. his Love f?i'r fterl 'rl1:e first, of. t'liege,;'reappeafs~
in bi.s big aria in~,M:tTwoand in a scene in Act Three. The ROs cherr
mo1;iYe is; woven: into his Act One aria; it reappears in:.Act Three inhl~
a~companied scene and several times in the Finale. There are two other
;3iliemi'Eis :~ea;i;1m'a;$J;mJJratr :WB.Y: to represent the powers of evil. This use

of the Leitmotiv. made a stro"ng impre.ssion on Weber when he produced the
opera in I8r6 and he developed this idea in his own later operas
particularly'Euryanthe'.
Spohr himself used "this technique again, but
did not surpass his achievement here.
'Faust' also shows a great: advance on its predecessors in its formal
construction,
especially in the finales.
which show a masterly fusion
of form and c:ontent.
These are placed with. fine judgement at the dramatic
high points of the story and show a flexible handling of the soloists
and chorus.
A wide range of mood is covered inspite of spohr"s abandonment
of the comic characters found in. his earlier
operas.
The drinking song
of Faust"s companions in Act one Scene one is the nearest approach to
the ''Singspiel'
tradi tion.~he:r:e is an impressive chorale i.n the church
scene in Act Two. foreshadowing many-similar scenes in. later operas, and
the festive polonaise that sets the scene for the wedding feas-t was a
great success with audiences.
The most static parts of the opera are the
big formal arias mentioned earlier,
but these would still. make an impact,
ii' sung with sufficient
convictiomand technique.
Spohr was not a man of the theatre in the way that weber, wagner and many
of the successful Italian and French operatic composers were, but it is
not always realised how important opera was. in his creative life.
Though
he himself had doubts about his capabilities
as a dramatic composer, he
had a determination equal to that of Weber to i.mprove standards in
German opera houses and to create a truly- German type of opera.
"Faust"
was his first
great achievement on this path and after its production
in Frankfurt he. pressed ahead with further operatic ventures, composing
a new opera every two or three years until 1830. After his great success
with "Jessonda" in I823 it was all the more disappointing
to him that
its successors did not catch on with the operatic public i;nspite of
th.eir further technical advances.
In the "Alchymist' he found a good
libretto
with :features similar to "Faust' and pat the best of himself
into the music which. ant.icipa tes Wagner in its harmony and handling of
the voices. though perhaps not as fresh and powerful as "Faust".
Deeply
discouraged by the failure
of the 'Alchymist" and the great. success of
Erench and Italian
opera. he gave up wri.ting for the stage for fourteen
years (see note 4), but never abandoned hope that eventually German opera
would become firmly established.
So it is not surprising that he took such
a warm interest
in Wagner"s early operas and Schumann"s "Genoreva'i.
If we are to bring Spohr"s name before the general public again, his
operas along with the concertos must be given a hearing.
The recent
revivals of other neglected operas of the early 19th century- give us hope
that we can make progress here.
It may be difficult
to get a stage
performance of 'F'aust.', but we could do something to make conductors:
and singers aware of what f'ine music it contains.
The overture certainly
should be farb!etter
known and we could nress the B.B.C. to perform a
concert version of all or par1t of the opera.
This would help to sweep
aside some of the more casual generalisations
made about Spohr's music.
In "Faust' we can hear how near he came to becoming a really great
composer.
J,

NOTES:
(1)--The overture to 'Alruna' is: modelled on. that of ·'ZauberfHHe'.
(2)--In. Kassel between I822 and r848 'Faust" was performed 29 times;
"Jessonda' was performed 39 times.
(3 )--F!or example the slow introduction
to the 'overture in the
Serious sty-Ie' of r843.
(4 )-- •'The Crusaders' of r844 shows further technical advance in
the direction
of Germanr~rusicDrama, but inspi te of some inspired passages
has a confused plot and long stretches
of rather weak music.
There are
some grandiose effects: reminiscent of Spontini and Meyerbeer.

